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STACY M LATHROP, Managing Editor ([email protected]) SARAH WALKER, Production Editor ([email protected]) Anthropology News, the official newspaper of the American Anthropological Association (AAA), is published monthly, except for June, July and August. The mission of the AAA is to advance anthropology as the science that studies humankind in all its aspects, through archaeological, biological, ethnological and linguistic research; and to foster the use of anthropological knowledge in addressing human problems. Anthropology News (AN) advances this mission by providing members with news of Association business; discussions of issues of vital importance to the discipline; and information on publications, professional job opportunities, research funding availability, meetings and other items of importance to members. AN promotes the discipline of anthropology and the interests of anthropologists across all subfields. Members are encouraged to submit letters, news stories, commentaries, reports and other materials for publication. The AN Style Guide is available at http://members. aaanet.org/an/info/styleguide.htm. Please email text or send a word-processed disk (clearly labeled) plus hard copy to the address below. For the return of materials, send a self-addressed stamped mailer. Members are encouraged to contact the AN editor before submitting commentaries or lengthy reports. Deadline for receipt of accepted copy is six weeks preceding cover date. AN reserves the right to edit or reject any submission. Member dues (except for Joint Members) include a subscription to AN. Available by separate subscription for $107 for institutions and $93 for nonmembers. Single copy $12.50 for members, $15.00 for nonmembers.



Anthropology News American Anthropological Association 2200 Wilson Blvd, Suite 600 Arlington, VA 22201-3357 Telephone: 703/528-1902 Fax: 703/528-3546 www.aaanet.org/press/an/index.htm Copyright © 2006 American Anthropological Association Periodicals postage paid at Arlington, VA, and additional mailing offices. Postmaster: Send address changes to Anthropology News, 2200 Wilson Blvd, Suite 600, Arlington, VA 22201-3357; [email protected] Subscriptions: 703/528-1902, ext 1; [email protected] Display ad rate information: www.ucpress.edu/journals/3a/aa/ad.htm; [email protected] Contact Job Placement Coordinator Richard Thomas for information on placing line ads at 703/528-1902, ext 3030; [email protected]



The Correspondence column is primarily for the use of AAA members for the purpose of addressing issues that relate to the discipline and practice of anthropology. AN reserves the right to select and edit letters. All letters must be clearly marked for Anthropology News Correspondence, not to exceed 400 words and consisting of a signed original plus an electronic copy whenever possible. Letters published reflect the views of the correspondents; their publication does not signify endorsement by the American Anthropological Association.



On Cultural Competence I wish to comment on Lee and Farrell‘s discussion of “cultural competence” and its ties to racism in the March AN, partly because I believe I had something to do with the origin of that term and because the current use of “competence” is pernicious in many ways. Its predecessor, “ethnic competence,” appeared in the first edition of my Cultural Awareness in the Human Services in 1982 and by the second edition had morphed into “cultural competence.” Barbara Solomon’s “empowerment,” after her Black Empowerment (1976), was the inspiration for that. Cultural competence was optimistically believed to lead to genuinely helpful professional services. Yet in the hands of many social and health service workers, the idea failed, partly because “a culture” for them was little more than a trait list. (Hence the published guides to “What the X Believe” and do, etc.) Confounding cultural barriers were seen as obstacles to patient understanding. “Compliance” (in health care) and “empathy” (in social services) meant “working through” and getting past perplexing cultural realities. In short, “cultural competence” was a strategy for overcoming client resistance, with hired anthropologists (like myself) as the guides on how it is done. I now refuse to lead training workshops, but when I did I suggested that patients and clients be treated, in part, as potential teachers, “respondents,” since an insider’s emic knowledge of alcoholism or child abuse might lead to more nuanced understanding and intervention. While that idea was always embraced in the abstract, implementation back in the office with clients rarely if ever happened. And for good reason. Short term workshops in “cultural competence” were not intended to produce culturally sensitive workers but to meet state and federal requirements for continued funding. Even sympathetic white and minority professionals who found something useful in the workshops rarely got the institutional backing they needed and administrators never attended the training sessions. A term like “cultural competence” is prone to an unhealthy hubris, presumptive of technical expertise that is more rote than lived. It should be dropped. “Cultural responsibility” is less catchy but at least



hints at the ethical and the just. “Cultural humbleness” is honest, and doable. As anthropologists we should be wary when other professionals presume cross-cultural insight, invoking our ideas and language without having lived the experience. James W Green U Washington



Rethinking Race The recent AN forum “Rethinking Race and Human Variation” highlights the fundamental problem associated with anthropological approaches to human racial classification: the articles discussed the race concept without focusing on new perspectives on human biological variation. Donna Hart and Pamela Ashmore focus on the ever-important issue of teaching about the realities of human variation, but otherwise, discussion of real solutions to the biological inadequacies of the race concept were glaringly absent. The artifacts of biological racialism will continue to haunt anthropologists as long as we continue to use outdated methodologies and concepts. Essentially, traditional anthropological methods have failed to move us beyond the simplistic nature of the race concept because they have sought to reduce multidimensional human relationships to one or two-dimensional measurements and diagrams. Ironically, it is a combination of new methods and old theories that may provide a viable solution. In evolutionary biology, several concepts exist for evaluating species and species relationships—some genetic, some morphological, some strictly mathematical—and the inconsistency at this level certainly filters down to the level of sub-specific variation. The result has been a call, particularly by philosophers of science, for the use of multiple species concepts. This is due to the fact that no single concept can account for the various forms of bio-variation. In order for “real” patterns of biological variation to be discovered, congruent results should be obtained using a variety of methods, yet this approach remains uncommon. Whether in the context of evolutionary biology in general or physical anthropology in particular, the problems of racial classification are not simply socio-



logical, regardless of the misdeeds done in its name throughout history. Race is inadequate in terms of biological systematics. If race were real, it would be the result of microevolutionary processes, rather than an explanation for human differences as it is commonly applied. We must also understand that classifications are not necessarily taxonomies, and neither classified nor taxonomic models are necessary phylogenetic in nature. Classifications are simply nomenclature—they are merely names for groups that can be based on any range of criteria. What is evident in studies of human biological variation, whether based on osteological or genetic evidence, is that all populations are incredibly diverse, but the range of biological diversity in humans is dramatically less than even our closest primate ancestors. We must not continue to ignore the multiple and interlocking causation of patterns by which humans have grouped together factors such as language, political divisions and religion, not just by geography. That this fluid, historically contingent biosocial condition exists only in human populations is enough to dismiss the notion of race at least in reference to modern Homo sapiens. The main challenge it presents is that it is not simply enough to insist on the substitution of racial terminology for neutral referents, but that a wholesale re-evaluation of human taxonomy may be necessary to get at the true patterns of variation. Michael S Billinger U Alberta



AAA AWARDS CALL FOR NOMINATIONS Deadline June 1, 2006 Margaret Mead Award . . . Awarded to beginning or mid-career scholars for particular accomplishments that interpret anthropology in ways that make them more meaningful to a broadly concerned public.



The Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology . . . recognizes recent outstanding achievements that have contributed to the development of anthropology as an applied science and have had important impacts on public policy.



The David M Schneider Award in Anthropology . . . for an original graduate student essay work on kinship, cultural theory, and American culture. The $1,000 award will be given in recognition of work that treats one or more of these topics in a fresh and innovative fashion. For nomination procedures see www.aaanet.org/committees/awards/ awards.htm or contact Kathy Ano at [email protected]
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